Seeding Preparation

Grass Growing, Outdoor Loving, Hard Working, Lawn Care Experts!
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARING FOR CLASSIC LAWNS SEEDING


MOW SHORT - Mow lawn short before we arrive. Preferably we
would like you to mow down to 2”-2.5” if you can.



BAG CLIPPINGS - Bag your clippings if you can. If you don’t have a
bagger, that is ok. Just don’t leave a lot of clippings on ground. Mow
twice if necessary to break up clippings.



MARK YOUR SPRINKLERS - If you have a sprinkler system, please mark your sprinkler heads with
sprinkler flags so we do not hit them with our machines. Sprinkler flags can be picked up at any
hardware store like Home Depot or Lowes. They usually are around $8 for 100. The easiest way to
mark sprinkler heads is to run your system and place a flag next to each head. We can provide flags
and we can drop some off for you. Our price for delivering 100 flags is $16.00.



TV/PHONE/INTERNET CABLES - All utility cables are supposed to be buried at least 6” deep. We
should NEVER hit them with our equipment. However, they are often not buried very well and on rare
occasions we hit them. If this happens, your utility company will fix it for FREE! If you know of
shallow cables in lawn, please flag them for us!



INVISIBLE DOG FENCES - If you have an invisible dog fence, please mark your dog fence for us.
We will do our absolute best to keep away from it! HOWEVER, we have found that these wires are
usually not buried very deep and we can not guarantee that we will not hit them. Classic Lawns will
not be responsible for repairs to invisible dog fences.



MAKE SURE YOUR LAWN IS WATERED WELL - Water your lawn really well for 2-3 days before
we arrive. Seeding works best in a moist lawn. What we are looking for as far as moisture is
that you should be able to stick a screwdriver in the ground easily.

Call us with any questions. We will be out on the day we scheduled with you. If for some reason we
don’t make it by on that day, don’t worry! Occasionally weather, equipment breakdowns, or some other
unforeseen issues happen. We will be out the next working day!
Office # 417-812-5321 Cell # 417-766-1807
Baby Fez says, “It is seeding time! It is time to plant some new little
Fez’s in your lawn. We are looking forward to improving your lawn. Don’t
forget that the most important step to seeding success is watering!”
Baby Fez Q. Grass

